
Preface and acknowledgements 

This is the third book of our common project on Corporate Sustainability, funded 
by the Dresdner Bank Stiftungsfonds im Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissen-
schaft. The first two books1 focused on aspects of Emissions Trading at the inter-
face of economics and business administration. This book takes a broader perspec-
tive and focuses on climate change, risks, and responses of society and business.  

As is well-known, climate change is one of the biggest challenges for mankind. 
Although there is increasing evidence that climate change is already occurring, 
there is neither sufficient knowledge to what extent climate change poses risks to 
societies and companies, nor about adequate strategies to cope with these risks. 
Bringing together scholars from environmental economics, political science, and 
business management, this book describes, analyses and evaluates climate change 
risks and responses of societies and companies. The book contributes to the 
question of how climate change can be mitigated by discussing efficient and 
effective design of mitigation measures, in particular emissions trading and clean 
development mechanism. Placing special emphasis on the impact of climate 
change risks on business, the book investigates in what way selected sectors of the 
economy are affected and what measures they can undertake to adapt to climate 
change risks. 

The book is based on a workshop held at the Leucorea, the former University of 
Halle-Wittenberg, Germany, from 28th to 30th November 2005. This workshop 
brought together young and established scholars from different disciplines and 
from different countries to discuss topics of climate change, risks, mitigation and 
adaptation. For the publication of the book the contributions of the participants 
were reviewed, revised and updated.  

We would like to thank all those who have contributed to both the conference 
and the book. First of all, our thanks go to the participants and the authors of this 
book. David McKenzie and Paul Ronning did a great effort in improving the 
English style of those chapters which were not written by native speakers. 
Production of the book would not have been possible without the efforts of Sabine 
Linke and Susann Dietsch in assembling the text, tables, graphs, and reference 
from the various authors into a coherent manuscript. Kay Fiedler provided the 

                                                           
1 Antes R, Hansjürgens B, Lethmate P (eds) Emissions Trading and Business, Heidel-

berg/Berlin, Springer-Physica 2006; Antes R, Hansjürgens B, Lethmate P (eds) Emis-
sions Trading – Institutional Design, Decision Making and Corporate Strategies, Heidel-
berg/Berlin, Springer 2008. 
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layout, as he did for the two previous books. Last but not least, our special thanks 
go to Armin Sandhövel and Heike Heuberger from Allianz/Dresdner Bank for 
their strong support for the whole enterprise.  
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